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Product Description

A new photo editor is on the prowl

The powerful image creator you’ve been waiting for is finally here. ACDSee Gemstone Photo Editor 12 has all 
the artistry and layered prowess you need to satisfy your photo editing desires, no matter how complex the 
composition. For maximum productivity, the MDI (Multi-Document Interface) layered editor allows you to carve 
your images into full spectrum splendor. Let sultry tone curves and spinning color wheels feed your imagina-
tion as you whip through Gemstone’s non-destructive RAW image processor, ACDSee RAW, and layered 
graphic editor. With an intuitive design, and presets for everything from creating files to fine-tuning colors, the 
Gemstone Photo Editor will polish your design workflow.

Limitless layered editing

Build the magical image compositions 
you’ve been dreaming of using Gemstone’s 
GPU-accelerated layered editor.

Pixel perfect ACDSee RAW 
power

Flex your editing muscle using ACDSee 
RAW; a non-destructive RAW photo editor 
built right into Gemstone.
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Artificial intelligence meets artistry 

Let Gemstone’s AI-powered selection tools do the heavy 
lifting so you can focus on the delicate details.

    - Select your subjects with a click
    - Quickly remove unwanted backgrounds in photos
    - Blur image backgrounds with ease
    - Instantly turn the background of your photo Black and    
       White

Level up your productivity 

You know what they say – two document tabs are better 
than one.

    - Clean and uninhibited interface
    - Open multiple files at the same time
    - View or edit in a split view or child view
    - Universal tool settings across document tabs

There’s no place like Home Screen 

Intuitive by design, the Gemstone Home Screen is set up to 
get you straight to work.

    - Use pre-made templates for popular social media, print, 
       and web specs – or create your own custom templates
    - Easily open RAW image files for editing with ACDSee 
       RAW
    - Access previously opened files with a click


